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During an international environmental conference in Los Angeles,
forty-three people die horribly and mysteriously on a local freeway by
what initially appears to be a poison gas attack. Suspecting
environmental terrorists or political extremists, government agencies
remain baffled until a visiting scientist, Jake Prescott becomes
involved. With the help of friends and colleagues, Jake attempts to
unravel the puzzle, only to be frustrated, blocked and hunted down by
government agents and others who would prefer to have the event
remain closed.
Jake discovers that an old friend and mentor is involved with what
turns out to be an experiment gone terribly wrong. Funded jointly by
private and government funds, his friend’s research project had
developed a fuel additive that could be the answer to some major
environmental questions. Because such a discovery could represent a
fortune to those holding the right cards, powerful forces move to
minimize some unexpected side effects.
When a second event kills another twenty-one people, fear of exposure triggers further government
cover-ups. Working with the F.B.I. and Interpol, Jake is still trying to figure out who all the players are
when other contenders enter the game, those who stand to lose billions of dollars of petroleum revenue
and will do anything to prevent success of the project. As some of the participants on both sides are
brutally eliminated, Jake has to move fast, following a trail of danger, intrigue and love from California to
Europe and a secluded laboratory in Bavaria. On both sides of the Atlantic, hunters close in on the
hunted, each making desperate moves towards a final showdown.

IAN KENT has always been a multifaceted individual, a person who, when confronted
with a challenge or a new interest, did not hesitate to learn a new skill. He is
described by family and friends as a “renaissance man”. As a young man, he defied
the norms and bought a fishing boat and fished the BC coast. After university, he
tried his hand at construction, where he learned pipefitting and metal working, then
worked in pulp mills where he obtained his steam engineering time and other
operating skills. Later, working as an environmental technologist, he attended night
school to obtain his certification as an engineering technician. When he decided to
sail the coast with his family, he built a sailboat and studied navigation to meet that
challenge. Ian has been writing for many years, mainly travel stories, marine articles
and historical fiction. He has lived and sailed the B.C. coast most of his life, adding to
his knowledge of local marine lore and historical details. He now lives with his wife
Diana near their grandchildren in Tsawwassen, a coastal community in South Delta
about twenty-five miles south of Vancouver. More than thirty years of work in the
environmental industry and international travel and languages has provided him with
a wealth of detail and experience to write about the subjects covered in this book.
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FROM THE BOOK:
Their first impression was the heat. The second was the air. It was a large, concrete building, built
for parking cars. The design was basic, simple construction, with almost solid walls. Rather than the
normal open design used in warmer climates, the owners had wanted a more discreet appearance,
rather plain walls with very few windows for ventilation. Without any natural ventilation, they
depended on additional fans to prevent the sunlight on the grey concrete from turning the interior
into an oven. Later investigations found that the ventilation system had kicked out earlier that day,
allowing the exhaust gases and heat to build up in the building. The air was thick, the far wall of the
parkade barely visible. Cars had come down from the upper levels, only to be held up in the ramps
by a stalled vehicle below. As the blockade became longer, drivers became more impatient, gunning
their engines, honking their horns. With the fans off, the build-up escalated, making the air
impossible to breathe, the heat stifling. There was no indication of when the poison entered the
cycle. As the first victims perished, their cars either coasted or were driven into the car below, or in
some cases, the walls of the ramp. The first thing rescue crews did was to reach in and turn off the
engines, many racing at full speed from the heavy foot of a dead driver. Brent and Ed walked
around, quickly taking the samples they needed. They watched in horror as the crews started
disentangling the victims from their cars. Faces were frozen in agony, blood trickling from blue lips.
Further up the ramp, several survivors were found, coughing, vomiting, and others convulsing
violently before they died.
They packed their samples in a case with the pumps and started to leave the building. Walking
quickly around the back of a pickup truck, Brent felt his hip catch on a piece of chrome trim. The loud
tearing sound penetrated his helmet with ease, paralyzing him. He looked down, fearing the worst.
The large tear in his suit immediately allowed the poison air to enter, pumping in and out with each
movement of his body. Panic filled his mind as he turned quickly to move towards the entrance, only
to catch his air hose on a large, overhanging rear-view mirror on the side of the truck. His forward
motion ripped the hose from his mask, exposing him to the deadly atmosphere. Almost instantly, he
could smell the smoky, oily smog, overladen with a musty flavour.
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